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ABSTRACT
Patent retrieval is a branch of Information Retrieval (IR)
aiming to support patent professionals in retrieving patents
that satisfy their information needs. Often, patent granting
bodies require patents to be partially translated into one
or more major foreign languages, so that language bound-
aries do not hinder their accessibility. This multilingual-
ity of patent collections offers opportunities for improving
patent retrieval. In this work we exploit these opportuni-
ties by applying query translation to patent retrieval. We
expand monolingual patent queries with their translations,
using both a domain-specific patent dictionary that we ex-
tract from the patent collection, and a general domain-free
dictionary. Experimental evaluation on a standard CLEF-
IP dataset shows that using either translation dictionary
fetches similar results: query translation can help patent re-
trieval, but not always, and without great improvement com-
pared to standard statistical monolingual query expansion
(Rocchio). The improvement is greater when the source lan-
guage is English, as opposed to French or German, a finding
partly due to the effect of the complex French and German
morphology upon translation accuracy, but also partly due
to the prevalence of English in the collection. A thorough
per-query analysis reveals that cases where standard query
expansion fails (e.g. zero recall) can benefit from query
translation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing—dictionaries; H.3.3 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval—
query formulation, relevance feedback, selection process; J.5
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1. INTRODUCTION
The task of an information retrieval (IR) system is to re-

trieve documents in response to a user information need from
a previously indexed collection of documents [39]. Patent
IR, also referred to as patent retrieval or patent search, is
a specialized branch of IR that aims to support patent pro-
fessionals in retrieving patents that satisfy their information
needs and search criteria [34]. Patent retrieval is generally
considered to be a difficult task [34, 35]. One difficulty is the
vocabulary used in patents (‘patentese’ ) [2], because it of-
ten contains highly specialized or technical words not found
in everyday language. Another difficulty is the structure of
patents. Patents are structured documents that contain sev-
eral different fields, such as description, claims, or prior-art.
The text in these fields is built over time, may not necessarily
be in logical sequence [2], and can be partially translated into
one or more different languages (e.g. English, French, and
German, in the case of the European Patent Office (EPO)).
A further difficulty in patent retrieval stems from the fre-
quently intentional obfuscation of content by patent writers
who wish to make their patents difficult to retrieve. This
exacerbates the retrieval problem and can throw off robust
standard IR approaches and systems [3].

A common scenario in patent retrieval is prior-art re-
trieval, which is performed by patent searchers to deter-
mine the novelty of a new invention [37]. One difficulty in
this scenario is that patent searchers require an exhaustive
knowledge of all related and relevant patents. Overlooking
a single valid patent could lead to detrimental and very ex-
pensive implications, such as infringement and litigation. In
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practice, this means that recall is very important for prior-
art retrieval. In addition, the increasingly large amounts
of patent data available for retrieval, combined with the fre-
quent and deliberate obfuscation of patent content, create an
equally important need for increased precision in retrieval.

In this work, we ask whether we can improve the preci-
sion and recall of patent retrieval, and more specifically of
prior-art retrieval, by query translation. We reason that,
since patents are partially translated into one or more lan-
guages, a collection of patents can be seen as a multilingual
corpus, which contains multiple languages across documents
(e.g. some patents are written in French, others in English,
and still others in German), but also within documents (e.g.
a patent originally written in English can contain sections
which are translated into French and German). Given such a
multilingual patent collection, we propose to expand queries
using translations of the original query terms. Our goal is
to create multilingual queries, in line with the multilingual
patents available for retrieval. Our intuition is that within
a multilingual collection, queries in more than one language
may be useful to retrieval. This is the reason why we choose
to expand queries with translated terms, as opposed to re-
placing the original query terms with their respective trans-
lations. This type of query translation can also be seen as a
form of query expansion, because the queries are expanded
with their respective translations.

We tackle query translation using a dictionary-based ap-
proach, where query term translations are fetched from a
translation dictionary. We expect that the more accurate the
translation, the better the retrieval performance. Our hy-
pothesis is that a domain-specific translation dictionary on
patents will give more accurate translations and hence bet-
ter retrieval performance, than a general domain-free trans-
lation dictionary, because the former will have better cover-
age of patent domains than the latter. However, maintain-
ing a domain-specific patent translation dictionary is neither
trivial nor always feasible: dictionary coverage is affected
by the various different and dynamically changing patent
subdomains, where even coining entirely novel concepts is
not unusual. An additional drawback to static dictionar-
ies is their weakness to deal with the ambiguous language
often used by patent writers to deliberately obfuscate de-
tails of their patents. To address these points, we propose
extracting a domain-specific translation dictionary from the
patent collection used for retrieval. We do so by taking ad-
vantage of the parallel translations existing between parts
of patents in the collection. Specifically, we identify such
parallel translations, we align them, and we compute the
translation probabilities between terms in the aligned trans-
lations. These translations constitute the entries in our
domain-specific patent translation dictionary.

To evaluate our query translation hypothesis, we conduct
experiments separately with (i) a general domain-free trans-
lation dictionary, and (ii) the domain-specific translation
dictionary that we extract from the patent collection used
for retrieval. In addition, because our query translation can
also be seen as a form of query expansion, we conduct ex-
periments with a standard statistical query expansion tech-
nique (Rocchio [27]). Experimental evaluation on a standard
CLEF-IP [28] dataset indicates that using either translation
dictionary fetches similar results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes related work on patent retrieval, and the use

of query translation and query expansion in IR. Section 3
presents the methodology of our proposed query translation
approach. Section 4 describes and discusses the experimen-
tal evaluation of our approach. Section 5 contextualizes our
approach and outlines future research. Finally, section 6
summarizes this work.

2. RELATED WORK
There is increasing scientific interest in patent retrieval [34,

35], the difficulty of which has long attracted natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) approaches [17, 24]. In this work,
we use NLP, and specifically statistical word alignment, to
translate patent queries, i.e. we focus on patent multilin-
guality. There are several initiatives focusing on multilin-
gual patent retrieval. For instance, the Cross Language
Evaluation Forum (CLEF)1 sponsored an Intellectual Prop-
erty (IP) track [28] in 2009 with three subtasks dedicated
to crosslingual IR (CLIR). Similarly, NTCIR2 has had sep-
arate workshops for both CLIR and patent retrieval since
2002, and the two most recent meetings included a patent
translation task [12, 20].

More generally, translating queries is an idea that has been
studied for some time [9] and it is typically realized using
translation dictionaries, machine translation (MT) systems,
parallel corpora or combinations of these (see [16, 22] for an
overview). Mainstream approaches to CLIR aim to maxi-
mize translation accuracy in order to improve retrieval per-
formance [16], however more recent approaches have also
focused on improving retrieval performance using “approxi-
mate”rather than accurate translations [13, 40]. Specifically,
in [13], Gao et al. present a system for cross-lingual query
suggestion reliant on web query logs. Queries are not lit-
erally translated, but instead a multilingual web query log
is used to find target queries similar to the original source
queries. Their system relies on word translations derived
from the Europarl corpus, as well as co-occurrence statistics,
and click-through information from the web query log to es-
timate the similarity between queries crosslingually. This
method outperforms MT-based and dictionary-based query
translation. However, it would be difficult to use a similar
method with patent retrieval because of the lack for query
log data for patent retrieval. Although, in principle, query
logs and click-through data are available from the web, in
practice, collecting this information from patent searchers
might prove difficult. Even releasing what and how one is
searching can possibly be a liability for patent professionals.

The second approach to depart from exact query transla-
tion, presented by Wang and Oard [40], considers translation
as a problem of meaning matching. Bidirectional term align-
ments are extracted from Europarl (for English-French) and
English-Chinese parallel news corpora, the terms of which
are then augmented with WordNet synset information. This
method performs well, but it would be difficult to apply to
the patent domain. There exists no resource like WordNet
for patents, so meaning matching would have to be done in
some other way. Like our current system, Wang and Oard
use only term translations and state that they might benefit
from also using phrases.

In fact, the idea of using phrase translations in IR is not re-
cent. Ballesteros and Croft [4] have illustrated the possible

1http://www.clef-campaign.org/
2http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/
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advantages of using phrase translations over term transla-
tions. Their conclusion is that, to improve retrieval, phrase
translations must consistently be of high quality. Their work
has also reported positive results using translation and query
expansion (local feedback and local context analysis). How-
ever, their study uses much older and hence much lower
baselines (from 1997); the same approach might produce
different findings with current baselines.

The type of query translation we apply in this work can
also be seen as a form of query expansion because the queries
are expanded with their respective translations. There is
extended literature on query expansion, from the early work
of Rocchio [27] and Salton and Buckley [30], to more recent
studies [7, 36], including approaches to expand queries using
terms from dictionaries or Wikipedia entries [41]. These
approaches however are largely monolingual. Efforts have
been made to use such query expansion approaches across
languages [4], however the well-known dataset sensitivity of
query expansion often leads to instability.

Finally, several studies use word alignment algorithms
from statistical MT to extract dictionaries from corpora [18,
33], or analyze multilingual collections with the goal of im-
proving retrieval [8, 11, 16, 21, 43]. However, most of these
approaches use statistical word alignment to extract a mul-
tilingual dictionary not directly from the retrieval collec-
tion, but on some external collection. Our approach differs
because we extract the translation dictionary directly from
the patent retrieval collection, which is something not done
before to our best knowledge. We believe that this is a
promising approach because dictionaries are highly domain-
dependent and the better the correspondence between the
dictionary’s domain and the collection’s domain, the more
improvement in retrieval performance we would expect.

3. METHODOLOGY
In this work, we use patents granted by the EPO. When

a patent is granted, the EPO provides manual translations
of their claims, so that they appear in English, French and
German. We use these parallel translations of the claims to
extract bilingual dictionaries for each language pair. Sec-
tion 3.1 describes how we extract a domain-specific patent
translation dictionary from the patent claims, and section 3.2
describes how we translate queries using a translation dic-
tionary.

3.1 Extracting a Domain-Specific
Patent Translation Dictionary

In order to extract a bilingual translation dictionary from
the patent claims, we need to align the parallel translations
of the claims, and then estimate translation probabilities for
pairs of terms in the source and target language.

Aligning the parallel translations of the patent claims is
not straightforward. Patent claims are very particular in
that they are usually composed of a single sentence; however
this single sentence can often be 100-200 words long, with
some upwards of 600 words in length. Since alignment is
typically done on a sentence basis, these very long sentences
create a problem. To address this, we split the sentences into
smaller clauses and align these. Different heuristics may be
used to automatically divide large sentences into clauses, for
instance to split sentences by punctuation. However, punc-
tuation may vary between the three languages, and so we
split sentences by XML markup. Since we now have clauses

Source-Target Language dict.cc PatDict

English-French 2,950 521,387
English-German 109,961 532,042
French-English 2,913 467,176
French-German 7,338 466,435
German-English 124,596 1,461,929
German-French 8,743 1,794,897P

256,501 5,243,866
avrg. translations per entry 2.00 9.31
pct overlapping terms 22.37% 1.09%

Table 1: Statistics of our translation dictionaries:
the number of terms in each of the six source-target
language pairs, the sum of those six numbers (

P
),

the number of translations per entry (averaged over
all pairs) and the percent of overlapping terms (i.e.
22.37% of terms in dict.cc are also found in PatDict).

instead of actual sentences, we need a sentence aligner that
performs well with clauses as well as sentences as input. We
use the freely-available gargantua sentence aligner3, which
has a reported F1 measure of 98% in sentence alignment [5].

In addition, we also conduct our own in-house manual
evaluation of gargantua’s accuracy on the patent clauses.
The manual evaluation is done by two researchers (including
an expert in sentence alignment) by taking 2898 sentences
from randomly chosen patents in the German-English par-
allel patent claims. The sentence alignment returned from
gargantua is manually edited to create a small gold standard
for patent clause alignment. In two different evaluations,
testing gargantua against this gold standard has given F1 =
98% and 99% respectively.

We compute the translation probabilities between pairs
of source-target language terms in the aligned patent claims
using the freely-available GIZA++ toolkit [23]. For each
language pair, we run GIZA++ twice, using each of the lan-
guages once as the source language. Our GIZA++ training
consists of four HMM iterations, five IBM Model 1 itera-
tions, and ends with four iterations of IBM Model 4. The
output of this process is a table of translation candidate
terms and their probabilities, which makes up our domain-
specific translation dictionary for patents (PatDict hence-
forth). Even though patents encompass a number of sub-
domains, we consider PatDict domain-specific to patents, in
the sense that it covers solely the patent domain.

3.2 Translating Queries with a
Bilingual Dictionary

This section describes our methodology for translating
queries using a bilingual translation dictionary. Specifically
we use two dictionaries: we compare the PatDict dictionary
described above, to a publicly available, domain-free dictio-
nary, dict.cc4. dict.cc is a collection of bilingual dictionaries
that contains all three of the language pairs that are found in
PatDict. A summary of each of the translation dictionaries
is given in Table 1.

Given a query q in its original language, our aim is to ex-
pand it with translations of the original query terms. For

3http://sourceforge.net/projects/gargantua/
4http://www.dict.cc/
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Query terms not covered in the translation dictionary
Source-Target dict.cc PatDict
Language

Total Per Query Total Per Query
Eng-Fre 11,154 56.9 140 0.7
Eng-Ger 2317 11.8 187 1.0
Fre-Eng 715 47.7 106 7.1
Fre-Ger 626 41.7 106 7.1
Ger-Eng 3595 40.4 247 2.8
Ger-Fre 4787 53.8 186 2.1

All languages 23,194 38.7 972 1.6

Table 2: Query terms (from the whole query set
used in this work, described in section 4.1.2) not
covered in dict.cc and PatDict.

each term t ∈ q we select a single translation t′ from the
bilingual dictionary, and we expand the original query with
it. We select the single best translation t′ from the dictio-
nary, where we define as single best the translation with the
highest probability. If t is not covered in the dictionary or
if t′ is a stopword5, no translation takes place. We repeat
this for all language combinations. At the end of this pro-
cess, our new translated and expanded query q′ is the union
of the original query terms and their single best available
translations.

We select translations according to the translation prob-
abilities stored in the dictionary. Our own PatDict contains
the translation probabilities estimated by GIZA++, but this
is not the case for dict.cc. So, we augment dict.cc with trans-
lation probabilities, which we generate using word frequen-
cies from the English, French, and German Wikipedias. We
use Wikipedia because it is domain-independent, just like
dict.cc.

3.3 Dictionary Coverage and
Translation Selection

Both the term coverage and the translation probabilities
may be different between our domain-specific PatDict and
the domain-free dict.cc. By definition, PatDict has better
coverage, which we expect to give more complete transla-
tions. In fact, the better coverage using PatDict is shown
in Table 2 with many fewer query terms without transla-
tions. However, better coverage alone does not necessar-
ily mean more accurate translation; working with a large
number of low probability translations can lower translation
accuracy (hence retrieval effectiveness) and increase compu-
tational costs [40]. This is why translation probabilities are
also needed.

Our decision to select the single best translation is not
the only possible option. Another option would be to set
a translation probability threshold for selecting only terms
that have a good enough translation probability. The thresh-
old value could then be decided on the basis of either trans-
lation accuracy or retrieval performance. A further alterna-
tive would be to consolidate translation probabilities from
various resources (e.g. to combine our two translation dic-
tionaries by renormalising their respective translation prob-

5We use the default stopword lists in Apache Lucene
(http://lucene.apache.org) for each of the three languages.

abilities), a method which has been shown to improve overall
translation accuracy [6].

Moreover, tokenizing the queries and conducting term-
based translation is not the only possible option. An in-
teresting alternative would be to do phrase-based transla-
tion, in order to capture any non-compositional semantics
in the queries that may be lost in term-based approaches.
This might be of use in patent retrieval, as phrase-based
approaches have shown promising results (in monolingual
scenarios) [17, 24].

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experimental Settings

4.1.1 Retrieval dataset
The experiments are conducted using the CLEF-IP 2010

test collection (84GB), a subset of the Matrixware Research
Collection, provided by the IRF6. The collection contains 2.7
million EPO patent documents from 1985-2002, covering 1.3
million separate patents in English (69%), French (7%) and
German (24%). Patents are roughly comprised of textual
data, bibliographic metadata, and drawings. In this paper,
we ignore metadata fields like inventor, applicant, publica-
tion date, and International Patent Classification (IPC), and
we use only the text fields for retrieval: title, abstract, de-
scription, and claims. Of these four text fields, we draw
attention to the abstracts, which we use for queries (de-
scribed below), and to the claims, which we use for creating
the patent translation dictionary (described in section 3.1).

The CLEF-IP 2010 test collection also contains 300 queries
(or topics), with their respective relevance assessments, from
the prior-art CLEF-IP task. However, these 300 queries
are not provided in the form of predefined keywords and/or
phrases, like in other standard test collections, but instead
as pointers to a patent file. Hence, an extra processing step
is needed to generate queries from the patent documents
(described in section 4.1.2). Overall, out of the 300 queries,
196 are English, 89 are German, and 15 are French. Table 3
displays the statistics of this collection per language. Overall
we have much more data available in English than German,
and even more so French. This means that when analyzing
differences in retrieval performance between languages we
need to look at several possible factors: both different lin-
guistic properties and the different per-language query and
document statistics could be the cause.

4.1.2 Query creation
There exist several ways for generating queries from patent

documents [14, 38, 42]. In this work, we create queries from
the patent documents, and specifically from their abstract,
following [42], who showed that the abstract is one of the
best-performing single fields from which to generate queries.
Note that the experiments reported in [42] were not con-
ducted on the same dataset as ours (European patents),
but on USPTO patent data which includes fields not al-
ways found in European patents. Given the abstract of a
patent, we extract queries in two different ways: (i) using
the entire abstract, minus stopwords, as the query (abstract
queries henceforth), and (ii) using the top k weighted terms
from the abstract (weighted queries henceforth). For these

6www.ir-facility.org.
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experiments, we use tf-idf [31] to measure term weight, and
we set k = 20. As a result, weighted queries are much
shorter than abstract queries: the average length for ab-
stract queries is 46.30 terms for English, 40.13 terms for
French, and 45.08 terms for German, i.e. roughly double
the size of weighted queries. This, combined with the fact
that abstract query terms are not weighted (i.e. selected ac-
cording to their salience), means that we expect the abstract
queries to contain more noise (i.e. off-topic terms) than the
weighted queries. Note that for the weighted queries, the
weights are only used to filter terms and have no effect on
the the ranking.

4.1.3 Plan of experiments
We use Apache Lucene7 to index the collection without

omitting stopwords or using any stemming. For retrieval, we
use Lucene’s standard implementation of the tf-idf retrieval
model, and we perform a standard TREC8 evaluation of the
top 1000 returned documents, using the standard measures
of mean average precision (MAP), precision at 10 (P10), and
recall ( num rel ret

num rel
from trec eval).

We organize our experiments as follows.

(i) The baseline uses a monolingual query. E.g. an En-
glish query is used to search all patents in English, but
also the portions (i.e. claims) of German or French
patents that have been translated to English.

(ii) This baseline is compared against query translation,
where we conduct two runs using separately the two
different dictionaries, dict.cc and PatDict, to translate
queries. We refer to these runs as QTD, QTP respec-
tively.

(iii) Because our query translation is also a form of query
expansion, in the sense that we expand the original
queries with their translations, we also conduct a run
with standard statistical query expansion. We use
Rocchio’s query expansion [27], as is implemented in
Lucene9 [29], to expand the queries with the top t most
pertinent terms from the top d most relevant docu-
ments. We tune t and d as follows: t= [10,30,50,80,100]
and d= [1,2,3,4,5,8,10,15,20], separately for MAP, P10,
recall, and separately for abstract queries and weighted
queries. The best performance is uniformly achieved
with d = 1, but optimal t varies as follows:

• for MAP, t = 40 always;

• for P10, t = 60 for abstract queries and t = 30 for
weighted queries;

• for recall, t = 40 always;

The Rocchio formula also includes two weighting pa-
rameters α and β, which we keep at default values
(α = 1, β = 0.75) [19]). We refer to this query expan-
sion run as QE.

(iv) Finally, we combine Rocchio’s query expansion with
query translation. Specifically, first we expand the
original (monolingual) query using Rocchio’s query ex-
pansion, and then we translate all the terms in the

7http://lucene.apache.org
8http://trec.nist.gov/
9http://lucene-qe.sourceforge.net/

English French German

pct queries 65.3% 5.0% 29.7%
pct documents 69.0% 7.1% 24.0%
pct relevance assessments 72.2% 5.0% 21.8%

Table 3: CLEF-IP collection statistics by original
language.

Rocchio-expanded query using a translation dictionary.
Similarly to before, we tune t and d; their optimal val-
ues are as in (iii) above. We refer to these runs as
QE+QTD, QE+QTP respectively.

In total, we conduct six runs: baseline, QTD, QTP , QE,
QE +QTD, QE +QTP .

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Analysis by original query language
Table 4 displays the MAP, P10, and recall of our runs,

grouped by the language of the original query, and sepa-
rately for queries consisting of the abstract without stop-
words (left hand side (LHS)) and the top weighted terms
from the abstract (right hand side (RHS)).

Query translation does not consistently overperform or
underperform with respect to the baseline. Comparing the
domain-free (dict.cc) and domain-specific (PatDict) dictio-
naries used for translation, we observe that PatDict leads to
higher recall but does not have consistently higher MAP or
P10 scores across languages. Since prior-art search heavily
relies on recall, the domain-specific dictionary might be a
better choice.

Effect of noisy terms.
Comparing the LHS and RHS for Table 4, we observe

that the baseline weighted queries outperform the abstract
queries (e.g. 0.047 vs. 0.0384 MAP respectively). The ab-
stract queries seem to contain more noise, which hurts over-
all retrieval performance. This affects query translation, as
potentially noisy terms are translated and become trans-
lated noise. Often, such potentially noisy terms consist of
commonly occurring terms, which are more likely to be cov-
ered in the dictionary, than other salient but more technical
terms (especially for dict.cc). In this case, such terms may
have higher translation probabilities simply because of their
increased frequency of (co-)occurrence in the translation re-
sources. We do not see this effect (of introducing more po-
tentially noisy terms) with query expansion, because query
expansion chooses weighted terms and effectively ignores less
significant terms. In fact, we even see a drop in query ex-
pansion score from the LHS of Table 4 to its RHS in some
cases, e.g., French QE MAP of 0.05644 (abstract queries) vs.
0.05637 (weighted queries). Overall we see that using query
expansion with the abstract queries (LHS) improves results
across languages. The addition of translations to query ex-
pansion seems to lead to only small improvements, when
there is any improvement at all.

Language morphology.
Looking at retrieval performance by language, the most

consistent result is that German retrieval does worse than
English or French. German has the lowest baseline scores,
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Results by original query language

Query: Patent abstract without stopwords Weighted terms from abstract

German English French all German English French all

MAP
baseline 0.03144 0.04101 0.04588 0.03840 0.04081 0.04968 0.04971 0.04700
QTD 0.02902 0.04082 0.04923 0.03770* 0.03615 0.04886 0.04278 0.04480*
QTP 0.02803 0.04283 0.04389 0.03850 0.02313 0.05154 0.04209 0.04260*
QE 0.03829 0.04750 0.05644 0.04520* 0.03777 0.04899 0.05637 0.04600*
QE+QTD 0.03829 0.04749 0.05644 0.04520* 0.03777 0.04899 0.05637 0.04600*
QE+QTP 0.03831 0.04750 0.05645 0.04520* 0.03783 0.04898 0.05642 0.04600*

P10

baseline 0.04494 0.05590 0.07333 0.05350 0.06067 0.06513 0.08000 0.06450
QTD 0.04157 0.05641 0.07333 0.05280 0.05506 0.06256 0.08000 0.06120*
QTP 0.03708 0.05744 0.06667 0.05180 0.04157 0.06769 0.06000 0.05950
QE 0.05281 0.06205 0.07333 0.05990* 0.05169 0.05487 0.06667 0.05450
QE+QTD 0.05281 0.06205 0.07333 0.05990* 0.05169 0.05487 0.06667 0.05450
QE+QTP 0.05281 0.06205 0.07333 0.05990* 0.05169 0.05487 0.06667 0.05450

Recall

baseline 0.17767 0.32093 0.27723 0.27540 0.23592 0.35588 0.27723 0.31528
QTD 0.17476 0.31820 0.27228 0.27249* 0.21165 0.35361 0.27228 0.30626*
QTP 0.23495 0.33137 0.29703 0.30044* 0.24660 0.36450 0.31683 0.32635
QE 0.23592 0.34589 0.28713 0.30946* 0.22913 0.32910 0.30198 0.29753*
QE+QTD 0.23592 0.34544 0.28713 0.30917* 0.22913 0.32910 0.30198 0.29753*
QE+QTP 0.23883 0.34544 0.28713 0.31004* 0.22913 0.32910 0.30198 0.29753*

Table 4: Results by original query language separately for queries consisting of the abstract without stopwords
(left hand side) and the top weighted terms from the abstract (right hand side). baseline: monolingual query.
QTD, QTP : query translation with dict.cc or PatDict. QE: query expansion. Best scores marked bold. *
marks statistical significance with respect to baseline at 5% using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks
test (on all queries only).

Results by query difficulty

Query: Patent abstract without stopwords Weighted terms from abstract

hard++ hard easy easy++ all hard++ hard easy easy++ all
23.7% 48.5% 25.1% 2.7% 100% 19.4% 48.8% 28.4% 3.3% 100%

MAP

baseline 0.00000 0.02361 0.09294 0.13616 0.03840 0.00000 0.02781 0.09696 0.17368 0.04700
QTD 0.00000 0.02237 0.09246 0.13789 0.03770* 0.00000 0.02578 0.09222 0.17585 0.04480*
QTP 0.00059 0.02611 0.08710 0.14288 0.03850 0.00103 0.02663 0.08358 0.16629 0.04260*
QE 0.00026 0.02696 0.10771 0.18873 0.04520* 0.00010 0.02845 0.08932 0.19800 0.04600*
QE+QTD 0.00026 0.02696 0.10770 0.18873 0.04520* 0.00010 0.02845 0.08933 0.19802 0.04600*
QE+QTP 0.00027 0.02698 0.10772 0.18882 0.04520* 0.00010 0.02847 0.08934 0.19805 0.04600*

P10

baseline 0.00000 0.04207 0.12000 0.11250 0.05350 0.00000 0.04762 0.13059 0.12000 0.06450
QTD 0.00000 0.04069 0.12000 0.11250 0.05280 0.00000 0.04354 0.12588 0.12000 0.06120*
QTP 0.00000 0.04345 0.11067 0.11250 0.05180 0.00172 0.04898 0.10706 0.14000 0.05950
QE 0.00000 0.04345 0.14000 0.13750 0.05990* 0.00000 0.04014 0.10588 0.14000 0.05450
QE+QTD 0.00000 0.04345 0.14000 0.13750 0.05990* 0.00000 0.04014 0.10588 0.14000 0.05450
QE+QTP 0.00000 0.04345 0.14000 0.13750 0.05990* 0.00000 0.04014 0.10588 0.14000 0.05450

Recall

baseline 0.00000 0.23252 0.58435 1.00000 0.27540 0.00000 0.24642 0.61784 1.00000 0.31528
QTD 0.00000 0.22808 0.58191 1.00000 0.27249* 0.00000 0.23155 0.61454 1.00000 0.30626*
QTP 0.05483 0.26249 0.57335 0.97959 0.30044* 0.05802 0.26075 0.59692 0.93103 0.32635
QE 0.03916 0.27969 0.58924 0.95918 0.30946* 0.02560 0.23951 0.56388 0.75862 0.29753*
QE+QTD 0.03916 0.27913 0.58924 0.95918 0.30917* 0.02560 0.23951 0.56388 0.75862 0.29753*
QE+QTP 0.03916 0.28080 0.58924 0.95918 0.31004* 0.02389 0.24004 0.56388 0.75862 0.29753*

Table 5: Results by query difficulty separately for queries consisting of the abstract without stopwords (left
hand side) and the top weighted terms from the abstract (right hand side). Query difficulty estimated from
baseline recall rate. very hard and very easy are given as “hard++” and “easy++”. The percentages on line
4 show the distribution of queries by difficulty. baseline: monolingual query. QTD, QTP : query translation
with dict.cc or PatDict. QE: query expansion. Best scores marked bold. * marks statistical significance with
respect to baseline at 5% using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test (on all queries only).
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but we can also see a notable drop-off when adding trans-
lation. In German, and also French, query translation from
PatDict has a negative effect on precision. This contrasts
with the PatDict translations from English where the oppo-
site is true. The French and German performance is prob-
ably caused by the insufficient leverage that QTp has avail-
able when many potential translations cannot be matched
because of morphological and compounding variations. This
may be aggravated by the fact that no stemming is done in
our current retrieval system and that our dictionary lookup
does not account for morphology either. It may be that the
prevalence of specific compounds in German (a characteris-
tic of complex texts, especially technical texts like patents) is
making the translation task harder, which is a well-known
problem [26, 32]. Overall, the more complex morphology
of both German and French might account for some of the
problems with translation, meaning that more sophisticated
handling of morphology might improve translation accuracy,
and hence retrieval performance.

Effect of “patentese” and language coverage.
Using queries with weighted terms (RHS), query transla-

tion is the best performing method for English (all measures)
and for recall (all languages). In fact, English queries have
higher recall than both French and German (Table 4). This
could be due to the difference between how the abstract
and claims are written. While the abstract is written for a
more general audience, the claims are written in“patentese”.
They are very formulaic because they are legally-binding and
meant to withstand scrutiny.

The large majority of patent documents and queries are in
English (see Table 3). Likewise, 72.2% of the relevance as-
sessments are in English. To find a relevant English patent,
a query in German, taken from a German abstract, must
rely only on the German text which is translated in the
claims. As we just stated, the different language usage be-
tween abstract and claims might make retrieval difficult for
the German abstract, while English queries will benefit from
the English abstract, title, and description, in addition to
the claims. The large percentage of relevant documents in
English should make it easier for the English queries, leading
to the higher recall numbers. One possible way to mitigate
this effect would be to change how our query is generated,
using terms from the entire document, or this could be an
area where improved translation models help increase recall.

Translation selection.
Note that in these experiments we only used the single

most probable translation from the dictionary. This can
be a problem because many words are ambiguous, and by
limiting the translations to only one, other possible correct
translations will be missed. In future work we intend to test
other translation methods that allow contextualisation, for
example returning the top n translations, or using phrase-
based translations, which has been shown to obtain bet-
ter retrieval results than word by word translation[4]. We
expect that phrase translations would improve the quality
of translations from German in particular. For example, a
compound word like Weinflaschen would be translated as
the phrase “wine bottles” instead of just “wine”.

4.2.2 Analysis by query difficulty
In order to further understand our results, we look at re-

query difficulty baseline recall

very hard (hard++) queries 0%
hard queries 1% – 49%
easy queries 50% – 99%
very easy (easy++) queries 100%

Table 6: Definition of query difficulty based on the
recall of the monolingual baseline.

trieval performance per query, and group queries based on
the recall of the baseline (Table 5). For this analysis, we as-
sume that the lower the recall of the monolingual baseline,
the more difficult it will be to improve retrieval performance
using either query translation or query expansion. Based on
this assumption, we define four groups of query difficulty as
shown in Table 6.

We observe different trends in groups of different query
difficulty, which are discussed below.

Very hard queries.
For the very hard queries, query translation improves per-

formance, but only when using the domain-specific dictio-
nary. Although this improvement is modest, it does high-
light the gain brought by the domain-specific dictionary.
This modest gain also highlights one difference between query
expansion and query translation. If the original query re-
turns no relevant documents, query expansion cannot add
meaningful terms (except by accident); translation has a
better chance of improving performance in this case because
it can add relevant French or German translated terms.

It could be argued that using query translations in this
context provides no new information, and that translations
just repeat what was in the original query. However, we
expect translations to act as synonyms or like other query
expansion methods, and indeed this can be seen for example
with recall, where QTP improves results on harder queries.

Generally, query expansion is more likely to perform bet-
ter when given ‘good’ queries, where by ‘good’ we mean
queries containing more topical and fewer noisy terms. We
can see that this is also true for patents.

Very easy queries.
MAP for very easy queries consistently benefits from using

query expansion, while P10 benefits consistently and equally
from query expansion and query translation. An exception
to this is recall (decrease from 1.0 to 0.95918 for abstract
queries and 1.0 to 0.75862 for weighted queries), but we be-
lieve that this is partially due to estimation bias: very easy
queries are defined as those that get 1.0 on the baseline and
this number is very likely to decrease when comparing to
other runs. The larger drop from 1.0 to 0.75862 which oc-
curs with query expansion for weighted queries could be due
to topical drift in the expanded queries, which can drasti-
cally reduce precision and recall. This is potentially a big
advantage for query translation, as it is not affected by a
similar problem.

Query translation & query expansion.
If we focus on just the hard queries (hard and very hard),

we see that either QTp or QE+QTp always performs best –
with the exception of P10 for abstract queries where none
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of the methods finds a relevant document in the top 10 for
any query. Overall, either QTp or QE+QTp performs best
in all cases with few exceptions, which is a trend we also
saw in the analysis by language (Table 4). In general, our
collective results from these experiments show that query
translation and query expansion can be used as complemen-
tary techniques without any detrimental effects to retrieval
performance.

Finally, a note on recall. The CLEF-IP collection, and
the NTCIR test collections before it, use the topic patents’
citations as relevance assessments (instead of human rele-
vance assessments). Even though the patent citations do
indicate relevant documents, it may be that they do not in-
dicate all relevant documents, or other documents, not cited
in a patent, which humans would however assess as relevant.
So it could be the case that the system is returning highly
relevant documents which do not show up in the list of ci-
tations. With true human-generated relevance assessments,
the evaluation numbers in Tables 4–5 would very likely be
higher.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1 Frame of Current Work
The research presented here is part of a larger project that

aims to use NLP and visualization methods in a novel way
to improve IR. The general area of patent multilinguality is
of particular interest in this context for two reasons:

(i) The amount of translated text available for retrieval is
increasing, and so is the number of collections that con-
tain the same documents in multiple languages, such
as patent collections or the Wikipedia. For example,
Wikipedia documents in different languages are not ex-
act translations of each other, but there is significant
overlap in content.

(ii) Today’s typical users of IR systems, and more specif-
ically patent retrieval systems, are very likely to be
multilingual. However, their level of competence in
different languages usually varies considerably. They
can speak some of the languages perfectly; they may
have good passive knowledge of others, but limited ac-
tive competence.

In this paper, we address this multilinguality scenario for
patent retrieval by computing a statistical word alignment
on the retrieval collection to induce a translation dictionary.
We then translate patent queries on the assumption that
even though patent professionals who speak perfectly all
languages involved might be better off manually translating
their queries themselves, most patent professionals are not
capable of doing this. Thus, we use an NLP method (sta-
tistical word alignment) on a multilingual patent collection
(hence exploiting point (i) above) to help patent profession-
als that are partially, but not completely multilingual (e.g.,
they can read French, but cannot translate into French).
The latter functionality addresses point (ii) above.

5.2 Frame of Future Work
Our longer term research goal is to use interactive visual

interfaces that let users select a subset of the translations,
potentially using a rich representation of the statistical word

alignment. We believe that the complex interactions of mul-
tilinguality, alignment graphs, queries and relevant docu-
ments will require complex interfaces for optimal retrieval,
especially in hard retrieval scenarios like patent retrieval,
where even early studies have revealed the potential benefit
brought in by improved interactive retrieval interfaces [17].
The increased complexity of user interfaces could potentially
pay off in the form of enhanced query formulation [1]. Au-
tomatic query translation and query expansion are impor-
tant prerequisites to help users quickly define queries cov-
ering multilingual patent documents. However, an interac-
tive approach would provide a much higher level of control
to patent specialists, who depend on continually manually
fine-tuning each query. Future research will therefore focus
on translation and expansion of patent queries, including
interactive visual mechanisms for reformulating and chang-
ing those translations which do not meet user expectations.
Through the mechanisms described in this paper, incorpo-
ration of potentially synonymous translated terms can be
suggested by the system on a users’ request, which should
enhance the creation of high quality multilingual queries
for professionals with different foreign language skills. Dis-
playing the multilingual queries in parallel, while preserv-
ing the Boolean structure (common in patent queries) of
the query as well as the translation relations between terms
and phrases of the query is one of the goals we are aiming
at. In order to realize this parallel display of information
we are currently improving the approach for a visual inter-
active query tool that has been presented in [15] into this
direction (see Figure 1). This enhanced query formulation
tool would also support our future work which includes us-
ing multiple possible word or phrase translations instead of
just the single most probable translation. However, in this
paper, we only address, in a first exploratory step, auto-
matic non-interactive query expansion by translation based
on statistical word alignment.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we explored the multilingual aspect of patent

retrieval. Starting with a collection of partially translated
patents, we studied the effect of query translation on re-
trieval performance. Specifically, we expanded monolingual
patent queries with their translations, using both a domain-
specific patent dictionary that we extracted from the patent
collection, and a general domain-free dictionary. Experi-
mental evaluation on a standard CLEF-IP dataset showed
that using either translation dictionary fetched similar re-
sults: query translation could help patent retrieval, but
not always, and without great improvement compared to
standard statistical monolingual query expansion (Rocchio).
This improvement was greater when the source language was
English, as opposed to French, and even more so German,
a finding partly due to the effect of the complex German
and French morphology upon translation accuracy, but also
partly due to the prevalence of English in the collection (69%
of the original language). A thorough per-query analysis re-
vealed that cases where standard QE fails (e.g. zero recall)
could benefit from query translation.

In future work, we plan to address some of the shortcom-
ings of our current system that were discussed above. In
particular, we will use phrase translations as they are less
likely to introduce spurious senses in the translation. We will
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Figure 1: Query formulation tool presented in [15]

also experiment with more sophisticated linguistic analysis
techniques such as decompounding for German.
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